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Henry James and Consciousness: The Evolution of the Novel—Bruce Philip Tracy 1971 A small book, a ground-breaking work that challenges the traditional view of Henry James's work. The author argues that James's work is not simply a reflection of his own life and experiences, but is a conscious and intentional exploration of the nature of consciousness.

After studying medicine, he ultimately realized that his true interests lay in philosophy and psychology, a choice that guided his storied career at Harvard, where he taught in the philosophy, teaching, and religion—on modernism itself. Often cited as the "father of American psychology," William James was an intellectual luminary who made Psychology, according to James, deals with thoughts and feelings as its facts and does not attempt to determine where such things come from. This would be the realm of psychology.

In his first book, Principles of Psychology (1890) immediately established James as the leading psychologist of his time, at a moment in history when psychology seemed to offer the promise of finding some profound key to understanding human behavior. This book's most influential ideas were to preoccupy many of the writers who came to maturity in the first half of the twentieth century.

The literary Remains of the Late Henry James-Henry James 1885 The first book of James's works to be published, this collection includes some of his most famous works and provides a glimpse into his life and work at the turn of the century. The book is edited by Henry James's widow, who contributed her own thoughts and reflections on the author's work.

The Figure of Consciousness-Jill M. Kress 2013-08-21 First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Henry James's Representation of Inner Consciousness in Meditation Scenes from the Late Novels-Bruce Philip Tracy 1971


The Case Against Reality: Why Evolution Hid the Truth from Our Eyes-Donald Hoffman 2019-08-13

The Imagination and Desire in the Novels of Henry James-Carren Kaston 1984

Henry James: Philosophy of the Mind-Gregg Benford 2007
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A Secret History of Consciousness-Gary Lachman
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California), and Shawna Ross (Arizona State University) represent an exemplary cross-section of those scholars working on Henry James today.

The Case Against Reality: Why Evolution Hid the Truth from Our Eyes-Donald Hoffman 2019-08-13 Can we trust our senses to tell us the truth? Challenging leading scientific theorists that claim that our senses are not objective reality, the author presents an alternative view of how we perceive the world.

Henry James' Narrative Technique-K. Boudreau 2010-06-21 A Secret History of Consciousness-Gary Lachman

The Case Against Reality: Why Evolution Hid the Truth from Our Eyes-Donald Hoffman 2019-08-13 Can we trust our senses to tell us the truth? Challenging leading scientific theorists that claim that our senses are not objective reality, the author presents an alternative view of how we perceive the world.
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residence at Gloucester University, partly to try and get over her bereavement. Fascinated and challenged by a personality and a world-view radically at odds with her own, Helen is aroused by Ralph's bold advances, but resists on moral principle. The stand-off between them is shattered by a series of events and discoveries that dramatically confirm the truth of Ralph's dictum, 'We can never know for certain what another person is thinking.'

Paradise News—David Lodge 2012-02-29 Bernard Walsh, agnostic theologian, has a professional interest in heaven. But when he travels to Hawaii with his reluctant father Jack, to visit Jack's dying, estranged sister it feels more like purgatory than paradise. Surrounded by quarrelling honeymooners, a freeloading anthropologist and assorted tourists in search of their own personal paradise, and with his father whisked off to hospital after an unfortunate accident, Bernard is beginning to regret ever coming to Hawaii. Until, that is, he stumbles on something he had given up hope of finding: the astonishing possibility of love.

A Writer's Diary—Virginia Woolf 2003 Extracts drawn by Virginia Woolf's husband from the personal record she kept over a period of twenty-seven years offer insight into the art and mind of the twentieth-century author.

Ephemeral Bibelots—Brad Evans 2019-09-10 Bringing nineteenth-century American literature and culture into conversation with modern art movements from around the world, Ephemeral Bibelots provides new ways of thinking about the centrality of various media cultures to the attribution of aesthetic innovation and its staying power.

The Prefaces of Henry James—John H. Pearson 2010-11-01 Diary—Alice James 1964 Contains a portrait of Alice James and her diary from 1889 to 1892. Henry James—Barbara Hardy 1995 Barbara Hardy has concentrated on the late period from 1900 to 1916, observing language and theme in close readings of The Ambassadors, The Wings of the Dove, The Sacred Fount, the great ghost-story, The Jolly Corner and other tales, autobiography, travel and the influential criticism. She has been writing about James since the fifties and draws on long experience of teaching James— to addicts, hostile parodists, and persevering fiction-lovers fascinated by a demandingly extravagant and original novelist. She offers new readings of the major novels, and revaluation of the literary criticism in the context of later ideas, which James's theory and practice anticipate. Her close analysis traces generative imaging-making and reflexive story-telling, following two dominant and complementary themes, the social construction of character, and creative imagination. James dramatises the power of environment, to dismiss essentialism and ask the key question 'What shall we call the self?'; and Psychology—William James 1920 The Sacred Fount—Henry James 1901 In this novel of curiosity, the unnamed narrator spends his weekend holiday trying to discover the truth of his fellow guests’ sex lives. He considers spying to be ignoble and rude, so he tries to glean the truth through observing behavior and appearance.
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